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 Classification of flow fields involving strong vortices such as those from bluff body wakes 

and animal locomotion can provide important insight to their hydrodynamic behavior. Previous 

work has successfully classified 2D flow fields based on critical points of the velocity field and 

the structure of an associated weighted graph using the critical points as vertices. The present work 

focuses on extension of this approach to 3D flows. To this end, we have used the Gauss-Bonnet 

theorem to find critical points and their indices in the 3D velocity vector field, which functions 

similarly to the Poincare-Bendixon theorem in 2D flow fields. The approach utilizes an initial 

search for critical points based on local flow field direction, and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem is used 

to refine the location of critical points by dividing the volume integral form of the Gauss-Bonnet 

theorem into smaller regions. The developed method is cable of locating critical points at sub-grid 

level precision, which is a key factor for locating critical points and determining their associated 

eigenvalues on coarse grids. To verify this approach, we have applied this method on sample flow 

fields generated from potential flow theory and numerical methods. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

A variety of fluid flows, such as those generated by bluff bodies or animal locomotion, are 

characterized by wake flows with coherent vortical patterns [1]. Understanding of the dynamic 

behavior of such flows is of great interest for many industrial and biological applications. For 

example, it is beneficial to understand hydrodynamic forces on a bluff body or swimming 

efficiency of animal locomotion, which are related to the flow development in the wake of these 

flows.  

Usual ways to understand flow patterns and the associated physics are typically based on 

qualitative flow visualization [3] or qualitative assessment of patterns observed in quantitative 

flow field measurements. Such qualitative observations can be related to flow dynamics through 

measurement of overall forces, as well as distribution of surface pressure and acceleration. 

However, qualitative approaches are subjective and it is difficult to apply them to complex flows 

as the number of degrees of freedom are higher for these types of flows.  

To move toward objective methods for characterizing flow patterns, it is necessary to 

utilize quantitatively identifiable flow features.  Critical points of the flow velocity field are useful 

in this regard as they are related to structural patterns in the flow streamlines. and can provide a 

reduced  order representation of the essential flow features that can be used for quantitative 

comparison of two flow fields [5].  

Critical points are those points where the vector magnitude in a vector field disappears and 

the determinant of the gradient of velocity vector (velocity gradient tensor) is not equal to zero 

(𝑑𝑒𝑡(∇𝐮) ≠ 0). These points can be categorized according to the behavior of adjacent tangential 
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curves. The tangential curves, which end at critical points, are important as they describe how the 

vector field behaves around these points [6] and the local behavior of these curves is determined 

by the eigenvalues of the velocity gradient tensor of the vector field (∇𝐮 for vector field 𝐮) at the 

location of the critical point. Consequently, critical points can be classified based on their 

eigenvalues.  

Figure 1-1 shows classifications of critical points according to corresponding eigenvalues 

for a two-dimensional vector field. R1 and R2 indicate the real parts of the eigenvalue of the 

Jacobian and I1 and I2 are the imaginary parts. We can infer that positive or negative real part of 

the eigenvalues indicates that the critical point is attracting or repelling, respectively.  

 

One way to compare flow field patterns is to directly consider the critical points embedded 

in the flows.  Then comparing the flows reduces to a set of points and the similarity between two 

Figure 1-1 - Classification of critical points in 2D 

 

Figure 2-1 - Classification of critical points in 2D 
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sets of points can be measured by definition of distance between these point sets in a metric space 

[7].  Eiter and Mannila [7] extend a distance function between points to a distance function or 

metric between point sets. They also investigated different approaches for this, and have analyzed 

the computational complexity of the resulting functions.  

Lavin et al. [8] used the concept of earth mover’s distance introduced by Yossi et al. [9] 

for image retrieval for large image data bases. The earth mover’s distance (EMD) is a distance 

measurement between two probability distributions over region.  If we assume each distribution 

can be represented as a pile of dirt, the metric is the minimum cost of turning one pile (distribution) 

into the other pile. The cost is the amount of dirt to be moved times the distance.  This analogy is 

known as Earth Mover’s distance. In the context of point sets, the EMD computes the least amount 

of work needed to transform from one point distribution into another based on the properties 

(eigenvalues in the case of critical points) of the points [8].  

In their research, Lavin et al. [8] characterized critical points in two-dimensional (2D) 

flows by their 𝛼 and 𝛽 parameters, which define a two-dimensional space in which the eigenvalues 

for the critical points can be represented.  Specifically, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the normalized elements of the 

velocity gradient tensor that map critical points onto the unit circle in 𝛼 − 𝛽  space and allow 

determination of critical point type by location in the unit circle. Using the 𝛼 − 𝛽 parameterization, 

the EMD is determined as the minimum distance between all critical points (in 𝛼 − 𝛽 space) for 

all possible pairings of critical points between two flow fields.  This way the comparison of two 

vector fields is reduced to the computation of the EMD associated with the flow field critical 

points. The problem of finding suitable distance measures between critical points is highly 

correlated to the problem of finding a suitable classification of all kinds of critical points. The 𝛼 −

𝛽 parameterization did not clearly represent differences in all possible cases of critical points and 
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was inconsistent with inverted vector fields.  Theisel et al. [11] proposed a more general two-

dimensional mapping for classification of 2D critical points that provides a unique mapping for 

each type of critical point and can also be used to distinguish flow fields based on the 

characteristics of their critical points. The limitations of the EMD are: (1) its critical point coupling 

strategy does not consider the location of critical points in the vector fields and (2) all critical 

points are compared to one another, which can lead to a worst case complexity of O(n!) where n 

is the number of critical points. 

 

To provide a systematic and computationally efficient way to pair critical points in vector 

fields being compared, Theisel and Seidel [12] introduced the concept of feature flow fields. In 

this approach, the local properties of an unsteady 2D vector field were used to “project” the 

Figure 1-2 concept of feature fields 

 

Figure 1-2 concept of feature fields 
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expected location of critical points along constructed “streamlines” in time to match them with 

their expected partners at a later time for comparison. The flow field defining these streamlines is 

called the feature flow field and is constructed in a higher dimensional space to connected two 

flow fields at different points in time. Figure 1-2 gives an illustration of the concept of feature flow 

fields.  The drawback of this approach is that it did not necessarily give meaningful results for flow 

fields that are not very similar. 

Batra et al. [14] gave an extension of the method introduced by Lavin et al. [8] by 

considering not only the critical points but also the connectivity between them. By taking into 

account the streamline connections of critical points (separatrices) in a given flow, they improved 

the distance measurement of two different vector fields (i.e., made it more discriminating). The 

critical points together with their separatrices formed an attributed relational graph and allowed 

for flow field comparison based on the characteristics of the resulting graphs.  This approach 

seemed to improve the ability of the algorithm to identify different flow patterns. 

More generally, a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) in its basic form is made of vertices and edges. 𝑉 is 

the set of vertices (also called nodes or points) and 𝐸 ⊂ 𝑉 × 𝑉 is the set of edges (also known as 

arcs or lines) of graph G. The set 𝑉 can be considered the set of critical points for purposes of 

characterizing flow fields based on these features.  The edges 𝐸 can be constructed in many ways.  

Proximity graphs [17] form edges based on some measure of the relative closeness of the points 

they connect.  As a special case, a Gabriel graph identifies edges between two points if there are 

no other points in the circle formed with the identified edge as the diameter of the circle. Building 

on this concept, Krueger et al. [19] developed a novel generalization of the Gabriel graph concept 

in which weights are assigned to each edge in the complete graph based on how closely they match 

the Gabriel criterion for edges. Then weighted Gabriel graphs based on critical points in flow fields 
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were compared in terms of weights of the graph edges to assess relative similarity of flow fields.  

Using the idea of weighted Gabriel graphs makes the algorithm robust to the minor distortions in 

the location of critical points and allows flow fields to be reliably categorized based on flow 

topology. 

1.2 Critical Point Detection 

Clearly, there are many approaches to comparing flow fields using critical points and their 

properties. This makes identifying and characterizing critical points an essential element of flow 

field comparison using these methods. 

Many of the current topological feature extraction algorithms are developed for 

vortex/coherent structure detection and characterization of properties such as size, strength and 

convection velocity [23]. They are based on streamline orientation, vorticity distribution and 

velocity gradient tensor properties [24,25]. Algorithms based on these principles are extremely 

sensitive to the quality of the vector field and are computationally intensive which limits their 

application to experimental results [28].   

Depardon et al. [28] developed a robust method for identifying and characterizing critical 

points and applied it to fully analyze the near-wall topology of flow around a cube.  Their algorithm 

utilizes the concept of Poincare-Bendixon theorem from topological theory (also known as the 

summation rule [29]) and has four steps, which will be described more in the next chapter. The 

algorithm efficiently identifies all types of critical points, even from poor quality vector fields. 

However, it is limited to 2D vector fields. 

Mann and Rockwood [30] considered three-dimensional vector fields. They utilized the 

Gauss-Bonnet theorem and an oct-tree algorithm to locate critical points. Their work is, however, 

limited to the study of just the location of critical points and not their type. They also did not 
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consider identification of the sub-grid location of critical points, which may be important for 

coarse-grid data.  

1.3 Objectives 

Considerable work is presented for identifying and characterizing critical points in 2D 

vector fields, but less is available for 3D vector fields. Higher complexity levels in many 3D flows 

makes the quantitative flow field comparison methods by identifying and characterizing critical 

points potentially more valuable. However, the identification of the critical points should be done 

in an efficient and robust way. 

The objective of this work is developing an algorithm to identify critical points in 3D vector 

fields that is: 

I. Robust against noise 

II. Efficient in poor quality and low-resolution vector fields 

III. Not computationally intensive 

The algorithm developed in this work is based on an extension of the method in Depardon et al. 

[28] from 2D  to 3D vector fields, integrating the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and vector field properties 

to refine the location of critical points. The developed algorithm will be demonstrated on some 

example vector fields. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY OF IDENTIFYING CRITICAL POINTS: ALGORITHM 

 

In this chapter the algorithm used to find and identify critical points from vector fields is 

described. First, the two-dimensional algorithm developed by Depardon et al. [34] is reviewed. In 

the present work, the algorithm is extended to three-dimensional vector fields with appropriate 

modifications. Table 1 shows the core functionality of the 2D procedure and the analogous 3D 

components in the extended algorithm.  

 2D Systems 3D Systems 

Step 1:  

Coarse 

Search 

Orientation Test consisting of: 

 

Orientation Histogram 

Orientation Test consisting of: 

 

Orientation Histogram 

Step 2:  

Confirmation 

and location 

refinement 

Poincare-Bendixon Theorem Gauss-Bonnet Theorem 

Step 3: 

Subgrid 

location 

Γ (2.1), 𝑘 (2.2), Gradient of 

flow field angle (2.3) 

𝐹 (Gradient of sin and cos of 

the flow field angle) (2.7) 

Step 4: 

Critical point 

type 

Eigenvalue problem Eigenvalue problem 

 

The aim of the algorithm is to robustly identify the sub-grid locations and types of critical points 

in the vector field for 3D vector fields. 

2.1 Localization and Identification of Critical Points in 2D Vector Fields 

In this section, the algorithm for identification of critical point in 2D vector fields 

developed by Depardon et al. [34] is explained. Since the goal is to identify locations and types of 

Table 2-1 Summary of 2D critical point algorithm and the 3D extension. 

 

 2D Systems 3D Systems 

Step 1:  

Course 

Search 

Orientation Test consisting 

of: 

 

Orientation Histogram 

Orientation Test consisting 

of: 

 

Orientation Histogram 

Step 2:  

Confirmation 

and location 

refinement 

Poincare-Bendixon Theorem Gauss-Bonnet Theorem 

Step 3: 

Subgrid 

location 

G, k, Grad F 

Step 4: 

Critical point 

type 

Eigenvalue problem Eigenvalue problem 

 Table 1 Summary of 2D critical point algorithm and the 3D extension. 

 

Table 1 Summary of 2D critical point algorithm and the 3D extension. 

 

 2D Systems 3D Systems 
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critical points in vector fields, and a robust 2D algorithm exits, it will be reviewed first as it serves 

as the basis for the 3D algorithm. 

2.1.1 Topological Degree 

The term topological degree refers to the Poincare-index of a critical point in a 2D vector 

field. Given a curve immersed in a vector field, the Poincare-index is defined as the total rotation 

of a base vector moving on the curve locally tangent to the vector field. For a closed curve in a 

continuous 2D vector field the number of rotations of the based vector will always be an integer 

since the start and end of the path will be identical [32]. Figure 2-1(a) shows an example of open 

curve in a 2D vector field. Figure 2-1(b) shows the angle spanned when the origins of the vectors 

at all locations along the path in Figure 2-1(a) are brought to the same point. 

 

Figure 2- 1 Poincare-index calculation in 2D vector field 

The topological degree of a critical point depends on the linear behavior of the vector field in the 

neighborhood of the critical point. The Poincare index can characterize an isolated critical point. 
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The possible values for the index are +1 and -1 for a node and a saddle respectively. The 

operational steps to evaluate the index for a candidate critical point are [33]: 

1) Use a circle around the potential critical point as the path. 

2) Place a unit vector on the circle locally tangent to the field vector at that point.  This is the 

base vector. 

3) Move the base vector clockwise along the circle, around the candidate point such that the 

vector is tangent to the local vector field at each point on the path. 

4) Determine whether this unit vector has rotated by at least 2𝜋 radians about its base during 

the translation of the vector’s base around the circle. 

The following results from this procedure are possible: 

I. The vector has rotated 2𝜋 radians in the clockwise direction about its base point, indicating 

a node is enclosed within the circle. 

II. The vector has rotated less than 2𝜋 radians about its base point and there is no (net) critical 

point within the circle. 

III. The vector has rotated 2𝜋 radians in the counterclockwise direction about its base point, 

indicating a saddle is enclosed within the circle. 

Figure 2-2 illustrates the three outcomes mentioned above with corresponding labels for each. It 

is obvious from the figure in part (i), the base vector has rotated 2𝜋 radians in the clockwise 

direction. Hence, the critical point is a node and the corresponding index is +1. In Figure 2-2 (iii) 

the unit vector will rotate 2𝜋 radians in the counterclockwise direction. The counterclockwise 

rotation results from the enclosed critical point being a saddle point with an index of -1. 
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It is worth noting that the property of critical points to rotate the vector field in their vicinity 

provides a fast test to determine the potential location of critical points based on the overall 

variability of the vector field orientation in the region near a point of interest. Such a test is utilized 

as a first scan to find potential critical point zones in the algorithms presented below.  

 

Figure 2- 2 mapping of vectors around different points with corresponding vector angle 

histograms, i) a node (index +1) , ii) no-critical point (index zero), iii) a saddle (index -1) 

2.1.2 The 2D Algorithm 

In the sequential processing developed and used by Depardon et. al [28] to analyze critical 

points in 2D vector fields, four main steps are utilized.  

First, an orientation test is performed on the vector field, which is based on the observation 

that the orientation of the vector field spans [0, 2π] in the neighborhood of a critical point as noted 
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in the discussion of the Poincare-index above. The goal of the orientation test is to identify regions 

where a critical point is likely to be. This test consists of calculating the orientation histogram for 

all field vectors within the region (neighborhood) surrounding a point of interest. The histogram 

accumulates the local flow angle at each point within the selected region. For a region surrounding 

a critical point, the percentage of non-empty bins approaches 100%. On the other hand, for a test 

region containing no critical points, the histogram has peaks in some ranges within [0,2𝜋] and 

empty bins elsewhere. Sample histograms are shown in Figure 2-2 for each case. 

The non-empty bin percentage threshold and testing area size are two parameters that are 

set by the investigator for this orientation test. The choice of threshold and testing area size depends 

on the quality of the data. A test area size of around 5-7 grid points and a percentage of non-empty 

bins of 75% was chosen by Depardon et al. [28] to identify regions that likely contain critical 

points.  This orientation test is then applied to regions surrounding every point in the vector field 

and points with histograms passing the test are grouped together as regions which may contain one 

or more critical points. It should be noted that any found potential critical point region may contain 

no critical point (due to invalid or noisy data) or can hold one or more critical points. The results 

of this step narrow the focus from the entire field domain to a few smaller regions of interest for 

further processing. Figure 2-3 illustrates an example of flow orientation angles, 𝜃𝑃, that are used 

to calculate the orientation histogram. Blue arrows represent velocity vectors in the flow field. 

The next step in the algorithm is to iteratively apply the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem on 

each potential critical point region identified by the orientation test in Step 1. The Poincaré-

Bendixson theorem is the following [28]: If 𝜃 is the angle between a vector function defined on a 

plane and any fixed line, and ∆𝜃 is the accumulated change of 𝜃 while moving around a closed 
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loop on a plane, then Δ𝜃 2𝜋⁄  is equal to (number of nodal points within the loop) – (number of 

saddle points within the loop). The value of Δ𝜃 2𝜋⁄  is called the Poincaré-Bendixson index.  

 

Figure 2- 3 Flow orientation angles at four different points 

The purpose of Step 2 is to further narrow the regions of interest in the field by eliminating 

those that do not contain critical points and subdividing regions which contain more than one 

critical point. Additionally, the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem permits an estimate of the true 

locations of critical points, as well as discernment between nodal points and saddle points. Every 

potential region identified in Step 1 is scanned by two rectangular loops with moving boundaries 

each normal to the Cartesian directions. Each moving boundary divides the test region from Step 

1 into two regions. For each region created by the moving boundary, the Poincaré-Bendixson index 

is calculated. Prior to the moving boundary intersecting a critical point, if the Poincaré-Bendixson 

indices are zero for both regions, there is no critical point or there is one pair of a saddle (−1) and 

focus (+1) that cancel each other’s Poincaré-Bendixson index. As the boundary moves, if the 
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values of both Poincaré-Bendixson indices change, it has passed through a critical point, which 

can be used to separate regions into sub-regions that contain only one critical point.  

 

Figure 2- 4 illustration of θM at different points 

Step 3 of the 2D algorithm determines the precise critical point location at the sub-grid 

level.  In the 2D case, this step is also useful for identifying the type of critical point. If the 

Poincaré-Bendixson index is +1, then Γ1 and 𝐾1 are computed as follows: 

Γ1(𝑃) =  
1

𝑆
 ∫ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑀) 𝑑𝑆

𝑀∈𝑆

 (2.1) 

and 

𝐾1(𝑃) =  
1

𝑆
∫ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝑀)
𝑀∈𝑆

𝑑𝑆 (2.2) 
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where 𝑆 is a 2D area surrounding 𝑃, 𝑀 lies in 𝑆, and 𝜃𝑀 represents the angle between the velocity 

vector at 𝑀 and the line 𝑃𝑀⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ . Equations (2.1), (2.2) are applied for all points 𝑃 within 𝑆. Figure 2-

4  shows four examples of 𝜃𝑀 calculated within 𝑆. Considering maximum values, if |Γ1| > |𝐾1|, 

the type of critical point is a node, otherwise, it is a focus [36]. 

For a saddle point, which has Poincaré-Bendixson index equal to −1, |∇𝜃𝑀| for all points 

𝑃 inside 𝑆 is used [28] instead of Γ1 and 𝐾1. The gradient, ∇𝜃𝑀, can be evaluated as: 

∇𝜃𝑀 = 
∇(sin 𝜃𝑀)

cos 𝜃𝑀
 (2.3) 

All three types of critical points occur at locations where the values of the corresponding functions 

2.1-3 are extrema. Sub-grid localization of the critical points can then be obtained by interpolating 

the result of the corresponding function to determine the location of the extremum, or by 

computing the centroid of the corresponding function. 

Step 4 in the 2D process is to identify the topology of each of the located critical points by 

determining the eigenvalues of the velocity gradient tensor at the critical point location. Since 

high-precision locations of critical points are found in Step 3, their eigenvalue and eigenvectors 

are now readily obtainable. The eigenvectors determine the dynamically singular directions of the 

critical points, providing topological information about the critical points [34]. The result is 

numerical localization and identification of critical points in a 2D vector field. 

2.2 Localization and Identification of Critical Points in 3D Vector Fields 

The process of localizing and identifying critical points in three-dimensional vector fields 

is structurally similar to the 2D vector field algorithm. Both strategies start with an orientation test 

based on an orientation histogram as a rapid, course search to find regions that might contain 
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critical points (but in 3D the regions are volumes). These regions are then refined further by 

computing the topology index for subdomains within the regions, where a topology index not equal 

to zero indicates a critical point. In the following sections, the principles employed in 3D vector 

fields are discussed. Subsequently, a generalization of the algorithm for extraction of precise 

locations of critical points and their eigenvalues are developed and explained. 

2.2.1 Gauss-Bonnet Theorem 

The Gauss–Bonnet theorem is a functional theory for analyzing surfaces in differential 

geometry. It connects geometry of the surface curvatures to their topology using the Euler 

characteristic [37]. To assist in the discussion of Gauss-Bonnet theorem, it is helpful to define a 

Gauss map. Let 𝑀 ⊂ 𝑅3 be a regular manifold. A manifold is a topological space that corresponds 

to Euclidean space around any point. Then the Gauss map 𝛾:𝑀 → 𝑅3 derives its values at 𝑀 from 

the values of the corresponding vector field as follows [30]: for a continuous vector field function, 

𝑉:𝑀 →  𝑅3  with 𝒙 ∈ 𝑀,  

𝛾(𝒙) ≡  
𝑉(𝒙)

|𝑉(𝒙)|
 (2.4) 

If we consider a small sphere around a point 𝑐, and name the sphere, 𝐵(𝑐), the topological index 

at 𝑐, 𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝑐),  can be calculated by using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem [37]:  

𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝑐) = ∫
𝐾 𝑑 (𝛾(𝐵(𝑐)))

(𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐵(𝑐))
 (2.5) 

 

where 𝐾 is the Gaussian curvature of 𝛾(𝐵(𝑐)), equivalent to the product of the principle curvatures 

of the surface. The normal curvature of a curve is the infinitesimal change of length at 𝑥 on a curve 
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compared to the change in 𝛾(𝑥) [37]. In 2D vector fields, the Gauss-Bonnet index is equivalent to 

the count of vector field rotations or windings around 𝐵(𝑐).  

 

Figure 2- 5 index number definition for a regular point (a) and a critical point (b) 

The idea of the index or “winding” of a point c can be visualized as the surface covering 

achieved by the vector field in the vicinity of a point c. Figure 2-5 shows a Gauss map for a region 

devoid of critical points (a) as well as a map for a region containing a critical point (b). In the 

figure the red arrows indicate the vectors in the field coincident with the surface of sphere 𝐵. The 

selected Gauss map effectively coalesces these vectors to the center of the sphere, and projects 

them onto the surface of the sphere to form a calculable area (blue). The index number, which 

characterizes the flow, can be related to ratio of this covered area to the total surface of the sphere. 

For a region devoid of critical points, the ratio is much less than one, and in the extreme case of 

uniform flow the ratio is zero. For a volume containing a critical point, the ratio of the covered 
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surface to the total surface will be one. Note also that the range of orientations surrounding a 

critical point is large, indicating an orientation test (as used in 2D) can be useful in identifying 

points that are candidate critical points. 

Taking the idea of the volume spanned by the Gauss map indicating the winding for the 

vector field surrounding a point c, it is straightforward to rewrite the Gauss-Bonnet theorem in 

terms of the underlying vector field surrounding c.  To this end, a general formula employed by 

Hestence [39] to compute the index number of a critical point for a 3D vector field, 𝑉, on manifold, 

𝐵(𝑐), is given by 

𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝑐) =  𝐷 ∫
𝑉⋀ 𝑑𝑉

|𝑉|3
 

𝐵(𝑐)

 (2.6) 

Here the Geometric Algebra concept of a wedge product (see appendix) is used for computing the 

volume between vectors in the numerator. The constant 𝐷 is a sphere normalization factor and 

equals (6 × 4𝜋 3⁄ )−1. The extended differential 𝑑𝑉 is a bivector perpendicular to 𝑉, thus 𝑉 ∧ 𝑑𝑉 

represents an infinitesimal volume element. Equation 2.6 results in a value between 0 and 1, with 

1 indicating a critical point within 𝐵(𝑐). 

2.3 The 3D Algorithm 

The algorithm to locate and identify critical points in 3D vector fields consists of four steps 

analogous to the 2D algorithm: 

1. Globally scan the vector field with an orientation test to find regions that may contain 

critical points. 

2. Locally scan regions identified in Step 1 to refine the locations of critical points. Regions 

devoid of critical points are eliminated from interest. 
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3. Calculate higher-precision sub-grid resolution locations of the critical points. 

4. Identify the critical point type at each location. 

As in the 2D algorithm, the result is a list of locations of critical points and their types which can 

be used to quantitatively compare vector fields. 

Step 1: Orientation Test: Orientation Histogram  

The first scan of vector fields is to eliminate regions determined to not have critical points 

and identify those that may have critical points for further processing. The process follows that 

used for 2D vector fields given that the orientation of the vector field in regions near critical points 

is variable as illustrated in Figure 2-6. Specifically, a volume of specified size near a point of 

interested is selected and the histogram of vector directions in that volume is determined. 

 

Figure 2- 6 iteration mechanism in step 1 
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In Figure 2-6, a critical point is shown on-grid in the horizontal direction and in between 

nodes in the vertical direction. The scanning procedure, represented by the three squares/volumes 

labeled 𝑖 = 1,2, and 3,  is shown in just one direction but is also applied in the other two directions. 

The green square (𝑖 = 3) in Figure 2-6, contains the critical point, so the point at the center of this 

square will be identified as a candidate for a critical point.  Continuing the scanning process 

identifies several points around the critical point as candidates, which are then grouped together 

as a region for further analysis. 

As in 2D, the direction of the vectors is determined with respect to a reference direction, 

such as a unit vector along the x-direction. This direction can be determined using the dot product 

of the vectors with the reference direction and its value is in the range of [0, 2𝜋].  

Another possible way to characterize the orientation of the flow field vectors is to consider 

the azimuth and polar angles (or 𝜃 and 𝜑 in spherical coordinates). This method produces at 2D 

histogram, which requires more vectors to fill the bins (obtained from a larger test volume), even 

when a critical point is present.  As a result, the  results from considering one vector as reference 

were simpler and faster to analyze. 

A histogram of flow angle values is generated for each volume analyzed. Cubic volumes 

surrounding points of interest were used, with the size selected by the user, but generally nine grid 

points in each direction was found to be sufficient for this step.  The histograms were constructed 

with ten bins (each spanning 
𝜋

5
=  36°). As the number of empty bins increases, the probability of 

having a critical point decreases. A threshold value of 50% of the bins being non-empty was found 

experimentally to have good detection results at this stage in the algorithm. Figure 2-7 shows an 

example histogram plot for a non-critical point (a) and a critical point (b). The empty bins in Figure 
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2-7 are characteristic of the absence of a critical point. Both the size of testing volume and non-

empty bin threshold are adjustable based on quality of the data. For example, a higher threshold 

value can be selected for more noisy data. The testing volume size is specified by the number of 

grid points included, so it automatically scales for coarser grids. 

 

Figure 2- 7 Frequency distribution pattern for a non-CP (a) and a CP (b) 

Generally, this test can be applied for volumes surrounding every point in the domain. Then 

identified locations that passed the threshold test were grouped together into regions for further 

processing in Step 2. 

Step 2: Gauss-Bonnet Theorem for Refining Critical Point Detection 

The orientation test is a fast computation to rapidly eliminate volumes that do not have 

critical points. Due to the choice of threshold value, noise in the data, adjacency to a critical point, 

etc., Step 1 may result in regions that are false positives for critical points or contain multiple 

critical points. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem can be applied to robustly detect critical points in the 
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identified regions and divide them into subdomains containing only one critical point.  However, 

the computational cost is much greater. 

To apply the Gauss-bonnet theorem to the regions identified in Step 1, the index for points 

spanning the volume were computed using equation 2-6 applied to cubic volumes of 3 × 3 × 3 grid 

points.  This cube size is the smallest for which equation 2-6 can be applied so that the results are 

as close to the local index for each point as is allowed by the data. The cubes are adjacent to each 

other and have the maximum overlap to prevent missing any critical point on the boundaries 

between cubes. 

Figure 2-8 shows Step 2 in a 2D visualization of a 3D vector field with nodes at the corners 

of squares. A critical point is shown on-grid in the horizontal direction and in between nodes in 

the vertical direction. The scanning procedure is shown in just one direction but is applied in the 

other two directions. The green square selected in Step 1 (figure 2-6) contains the critical point, so 

the point at the center of this square will be identified as a candidate for a critical point.  Continuing 

the scanning process identifies several points around the critical point as candidates, which are 

then grouped together as a region for further analysis.  This region is shown in Figure 2-8 for 

analysis with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem may identify multiple 

regions within the volume identified in Step 2 that have critical points. In the figure, the location 

of the critical point is narrowed down to the volume selected in iteration 6  (𝑖 = 1 𝑡𝑜 6). To 

precisely locate the critical point each 3 × 3 × 3 region is analyzed by Step 3. 

Since the cubes used for computing the Gauss-Bonnet index of a point using equation 2-8 

contain comparatively fewer data points than Step 1, a good threshold on the computed index for 

identifying any cube as containing a critical point was experimentally found to be 0.50, even 
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though the Gauss-Bonnet formula has superior accuracy performance. The value of the index for 

a non-critical point is typically less than 0.10, even for a vector field with a coarse grid.  

 

Figure 2- 8 iteration mechanism in Step 2 

Step 3: Sub-Grid Localization of Critical Points 

The vector field direction in the neighborhood of a critical point changes dramatically, as 

illustrated in Figure 2-2. The sub-grid location of the critical point can be found using this property. 

This step is important for coarse grids, and data from experimental measurements. This can be 

accomplished by calculating the gradient of the angles using a function 𝐹 [36],  where for a 2D 

vector field, the value of 𝐹 at a point 𝑃 is calculated as 

      𝐹(𝑃) =  |∇sin(𝜃𝑃)| + |∇cos(𝜃𝑃)|             (2.7) 

Here 𝜃𝑃 is the angle between the velocity vector and a reference vector, as shown in Figure 2-4 

(a).  The value of 𝐹 is a maximum at the critical point location and decays to zero away from the 

critical point, giving a convenient way to identify the location of the critical point if 𝐹 is computed 

in the neighborhood of a critical point. 
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Figure 2- 9 three possible components of θP 

In 3D, there are three possible ways to define 𝜃𝑃 (see Figure 2-9) since there are three ways 

to define a plane in 3D space, unlike the 2D with just one plane. After calculating of 𝜃𝑃 in these 

directions, the mean value (�̅�𝑃) can be computed using the quadrant dependent inverse tangent. 

Given angles 𝜃𝑃1, … , 𝜃𝑃𝑛 [40], the mean angle is computed as 

�̅�𝑃 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃𝑃𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1 ,

1

𝑛
∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑃𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1 )               (2.8) 

Once the �̅�𝑃  values are calculated, the corresponding 𝐹 function can be evaluated using 

Equation 2-7 applied to �̅�𝑃. The precise location of a critical point inside a cube found in Step 2 

can be determined by interpolating to find the extremum of 𝐹.  An efficient way to approximate 

this interpolation process is through the geometric centroid or weighted average position of the 

function 𝐹. This location can be computed by the following formulas for 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧: 

𝑥𝑐 = 
∫𝑥 𝐹

∫ 𝐹
                           (2.9 a) 

𝑦𝑐 = 
∫𝑦 𝐹

∫𝐹
                           (2.9 b) 
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𝑧𝑐 = 
∫ 𝑧 𝐹

∫𝐹
                             (2.9 c) 

The integration domain is the size of selected cubes from Step 2. 

Step 4: Determining the Types of Critical Points 

Given a Cartesian three dimensional fluid flow 𝑽, where 𝑽(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =

 (𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)), a first order description of the flow near an arbitrary point 𝒙0, 

with background mean flow removed, can written as [41]: 

[
𝑢
𝑣
𝑤

] =  

[
 
 
 
 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧 ]
 
 
 
 

𝒙0

[

𝑥 − 𝑥0

𝑦 − 𝑦0

𝑧 − 𝑧0

]               or              𝑉 = 𝐴(𝒙 − 𝒙0)                 (2.10) 

where 𝐴 is the rate of deformation tensor at 𝒙0, and for a steady flow, the solution trajectories of 

Equation 2-10 are equivalent to streamlines [41]. In 3D 𝐴 is the velocity gradient tensor. The 

eigenvalues, 𝜆1, 𝜆2 and 𝜆3, of 𝐴 can be determined by solving the characteristic equation given by 

                              𝜆3 + 𝑃𝜆2 + 𝑄𝜆 + 𝑅 = 0                       (2.11) 

where 

                                     𝑃 =  − (
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+ 

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+ 

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
)                          (2.12) 

                     𝑄 =  |

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦

| + |

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧

| + |

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧

|                       (2.13) 

and 

𝑅 =  − 𝑑𝑒𝑡[𝑨]     (2.14) 
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Equation 2.14 can have (a) all real roots which are distinct, (b) all real roots where at least two 

roots are equal, or (c) one real root and a conjugate pair of complex roots.   

When 𝒙0 is a critical point, the eigenvalues of 𝐴 determine the nature of the critical point.  

For example, if 𝑃 > 0, 0 < 𝑄 < 𝑃2 3⁄ , 0 < 𝑅 (𝑜𝑟 𝑅 < 0), the critical point is stable 

Node/node/node. If 𝑃 > 0,  𝑃2 4⁄ < 𝑄 < 𝑃2 3⁄ , the critical point is a Node/node/star node A 

complete list 12 possible critical point types is listed in Reference [41]. It should be noted that 

center type critical points for 2D flows are degenerate cases in 3D as they are a cross-section of a 

line of singularities in 3D.  Such cases are  outside the scope of this work. 

Using the subgrid location of critical points determined in Step 3, the gradients of the 

velocity field can be determined at the location of the critical point through various interpolation 

methods in order to find 𝐴, and hence the eigenvalues, associated with the critical point. Here 

Gaussian weighted interpolation is used to interpolate 𝐴 and find 𝐴𝑐 (𝐴 at the centroid), as 

described in detail in the next chapter. The completion of Step 4 concludes the goals of the 3D 

critical point localization and identification process, and a list of locations and types of critical 

points in the vector field is produced. This information can subsequently be used to make 

quantitative comparisons between fluid flows. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 

In this chapter, implementation of the critical point identification algorithm is presented. 

To validate the algorithm, some theoretical vector fields (e.g., from potential flow theory) were 

utilized. Then, results of applying each step of the method are presented for the vector fields. 

3.1 Implementation  

Code was written in MATLAB 2018 to implement the critical point identification 

algorithm.  In the first step, the function angle_histogram is used to implement Step 1 of the 

algorithm to identify critical points. The code for this function is given in Appendix 2.   

The inputs needed for angle_histogram are the components of the velocity of the 

vector field (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤), size of the test region, number of bins in the histogram and threshold of the 

empty bins ratio.  For the present results, a test region of eight grid points in each direction was 

selected.  The size of the interrogation volume can be set based on the grid size and noise level of 

the data. Inside each interrogation volume, the angle between velocity vectors and a reference 

vector is computed. The reference vector can be any constant vector as the purpose of this step is 

just to know the orientation of the vectors inside the interrogation volume. Here, the reference 

vector is chosen as 𝑟𝑒𝑓⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  =  (1, 0, 0) to have faster computation time.  

The number of bins in the histogram was set to be 10 for the tested flow fields. The 

minimum recommended number of histogram bins is 5. The minimum number of bins was 

determined from several runs of angle_histogram with different numbers of bins on regions 
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with critical points as well as on adjacent regions.  The results showed that using 4 bins in the 

histograms does not reliably produce results corresponding to the character of the tested region.  

The interrogation volume is scanned over the entire data domain. At each location, the 

frequency distribution (histogram plot) of angle values in the interrogation volume is evaluated. 

The number of empty bins is evaluated and the center point of any interrogation volume that has 

less than a specified threshold of empty bins is labeled as a potential critical point. The output of 

the function is the indices of the potential critical points. For the data presented here, histograms 

with ten bins at the range of [0, 2𝜋] were used and the empty-bin threshold was set 51%. The 

threshold and number of bins are adjustable inputs to the function. The list of points output from 

the angle_histogram function is then grouped into regions using the function 

region_grouping.  This function groups sets of adjacent points into continuous regions for 

further processing.  

The groups determined in Step 1 determine volumetric regions (subdomains of the 

primary flow field) that are expected to contain critical points.  The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, 

applied with the function called GB_index (given in Appendix 2), is used to determine 

(approximately, i.e., to grid resolution) where in these regions the critical point(s) occur.  

In GB_index the integral equation (2.6) is applied to the six faces of a  rectangular 

volume determined by three grid points in each coordinate direction and taking the velocity vectors 

passing through each face of the volume on the associated regular grid 𝒑𝑖,𝑗,. Figure 3.1 shows the 

vector sampling over a cube.  After normalizing the velocity vectors, the trivectors 𝑅 and S 

indicated in Figure 3.1 are computed as  

𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = �̂�𝑖,𝑗  ∧  �̂�𝑖,𝑗+1  ∧  �̂�𝑖+1,𝑗            (3.1) 
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𝑆𝑖,𝑗 = �̂�𝑖+1,𝑗+1  ∧  �̂�𝑖+1,𝑗  ∧  �̂�𝑖,𝑗+1          (3.2) 

for each grid square on each face. 

Figure 3- 1 vector sampling over a cube (a) and positions of R and S on each face 

Then, the surface integrals in equation 2-6 for each face are computed as sums all trivectors, 

namely, 

𝑅𝑓 = ∑𝑅𝑖,𝑗        and          𝑆𝑓 = ∑𝑆𝑖,𝑗           (3.3) 

and the index of each volume is computed approximately as 

𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝑐) ≈  
∑ 𝑅𝑓𝑖+ ∑ 𝑆𝑓𝑖

6
𝑖=1

6
𝑖=1

8𝜋
                            (3.4) 

The value of 𝑖𝑛𝑑(𝑐) for a volume containing a critical point is close to one. This value decreases 

for coarser grids. GB_index  is applied on the entire region identified in Step 1. It identifies 

locations where the index number is higher than the specified threshold and refines the critical 
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point locations for processing in Step 3. The output of the function is the indices corresponding to 

any sub-volume of the input region that has been identified as potentially containing a critical 

point. 

To find the critical point location in the regions identified from  GB_index as containing 

critical points, the function 𝐹 (equation 2.7) is computed inside the selected volume, and the 

centroid of this function is calculated using the rectangular rule to discretize equations (2.9). 

With the subgrid location of the critical point known, the type of critical point is found 

from the eigenvalues of the velocity gradient tensor at the location of the critical point, 𝑨𝒄 

(equation 2.10). The value of 𝑨𝒄, is determined by interpolation of 𝑨 from the 8 nodes surrounding 

the critical point, 𝐶,  located at 𝐱𝑐 (Figure 3-2). Central differencing is used to calculate of the 

velocity gradients in 𝑨 at the nodes and Gaussian weighted interpolation is used, namely 

𝑨𝒄 = 
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝐴𝑖

8
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑤𝑖
8
𝑖=1

 (3.5) 

where 

𝑤𝑖 = 𝑒
|𝐱𝑖−𝐱𝑐|

2

𝜎2⁄
           (3.6) 

𝜎 represents standard deviation of the Gaussian function.  The MATLAB function 

interpolate_A implements this approach to determine the matrix 𝑨𝒄.  The eigenvalues of 

matrix 𝑨𝑐 uniquely determine the type of each critical point identified.  
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Figure 3- 2 Gaussian weighted interpolation to matrix A at the centroid 

3.2 Vector fields for Algorithm validation 

Vector fields generated from potential flow theory were used to check the accuracy of the 

presented critical point extraction algorithm. Basic three-dimensional potential flow such as 

source/sink and vortex are initially used to test the general correctness while developing first two 

steps of the algorithm. After getting convincing results, more complicated vector fields were 

generated and used to test the accuracy of the entire algorithm. Test vector fields of flow over a 

sphere and a Ranking Body, and the vector field of the Lorenz Attractor were used for this purpose. 

3.2.1 Three-dimensional potential flow over a sphere and Rankine Body 

Three-dimensional potential flow over a sphere can be achieved by using superposition of 

a 3D dipole (doublet) and uniform flow. More generally, a sink and source combination can be 

used to approximate a doublet when close together, and provide more variety by varying the 

distance between them.  In this case the result is called flow around a Rankine body.  The following 

equations were derived for velocity values of a potential flow over a Rankine body: 
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𝑈 = (𝑈∞ cos 𝜃) − (
Λ  (𝑋 − ℓ cos(𝜃))

((𝑋 − ℓ cos(𝜃))2 + (𝑌 − ℓ  sin(𝜃))2 + 𝑍2)
3
2

) + (
Λ  (𝑋 + ℓ cos(𝜃))

((𝑋 + ℓ cos(𝜃))2 + (𝑌 + ℓ  sin(𝜃))2 + 𝑍2)
3
2

) 

(3.7a) 

 

𝑉 = (𝑈∞ sin 𝜃 ) − (
Λ  (𝑌 − ℓ sin(𝜃))

((𝑌 − ℓ sin(𝜃))2 + (𝑋 − ℓ  cos(𝜃))2 + 𝑍2)
3
2

) + (
Λ  (𝑌 + ℓ sin(𝜃))

((𝑌 + ℓ sin(𝜃))2 + (𝑋 + ℓ  cos(𝜃))2 + 𝑍2)
3
2

) 

(3.7b) 

 

𝑊 =   −(
Λ 𝑍

( (𝑋 − ℓ cos(𝜃))2  + (𝑌 −  ℓ sin(𝜃))2 + 𝑍2)
3
2

) + (
Λ𝑍

((𝑋 + ℓ cos(𝜃))2 + (𝑌 +  ℓ sin(𝜃))2 + 𝑍2)
3
2

) 

(3.7c) 

 

where 𝛬 is a scaling constant called the sink/source strength, 𝜃 represents the horizontal angle of 

uniform flow in the 𝑥𝑦 plane and ℓ is the distance between the sink and the source. Flow over a 

nearly spherical surface is achievable by using very small values of ℓ.  

 

 

Figure 3- 3 entire 3D potential flow over a sphere (a), cross section of the same flow field with 

shown critical points by red dots (b) 
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To generate a discrete flow field, a built-in MATLAB function, meshgrid, was used to 

create a 3D grid at specified coordinates. Then equations 3-7 were evaluated at the grid points. 

Figure 3.3 (a) illustrates the entire 3D potential flow over a sphere and in Figure 3.3 (b) the cross 

section of the same flow field is shown. Streamlines are used instead of vectors to better represent 

the flow fields. There are two Node/Saddle/Saddle (NSS)  critical points at the front and back of 

the sphere (shown in Figure 3.3 (b) by red dots). The grid spacing is 0.25 which means 4 grid 

points in one unit distance. The radius of the sphere is 4 which includes 16 grid points in each 

coordinate direction. 

 

Figure 3- 4 Rankine body flow with relatively small critical point spacing (red dots represent 

critical points) 
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Rankine body flow field can be used to create a case that has two critical points very close to each 

other. In such cases, the output of Step 1 of the algorithm can be just one region including two 

critical points.  Then in Step 2, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem should recognize the two critical points 

in this region. Figure 3-4 shows the cross section of a Rankine body flow field in the 𝑥𝑦 plane.  

This flow is considered to check the robustness of the algorithm at Step 2. The grid size in this 

figure is 0.25 and the separation between the critical points in terms of grid units is about 5. 

3.2.2 Lorenz Attractor 

The Lorenz Attractor is an attractor for a system state that emerges from a simplified 

system of equations explaining the flow of fluid with uniform depth in the presence of temperature 

difference, gravity (buoyancy), thermal diffusivity and viscosity [42]. In the early 1960s, Lorenz 

accidentally discovered the chaotic behavior of this system when he found periodic solutions for 

Rayleigh numbers larger than a critical value. His equations, obtained for a simplified convective 

system [42], can be represented as 

�̇� =  𝜎(𝑌 − 𝑋) (3.8a) 

�̇� =  −𝑋𝑍 + 𝑟 𝑋 − 𝑌 (3.8b) 

�̇� =  𝑋𝑌 − 𝑏 𝑍 (3.8c) 

Now known as Lorenz equations, 𝜎 represents the Prandtl number, 𝑟 is the ratio of Rayleigh 

number to the critical Rayleigh number, and 𝑏 is a geometric factor [43].  Lorenz took 𝑏 =  8 3⁄   

and 𝜎 = 10. Therefore, the vector field for the state variables can be written as  

�⃗� =  (10(𝑦 − 𝑥),     28𝑥 − 𝑦 − 𝑥𝑧, 𝑥𝑦 − 
8𝑧

3
 ) (3.9) 
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This vector field has three critical points. The critical point at (0, 0, 0) is a NSS point and 

corresponds to no convection. The critical points at (6√2, 6√2, 27) and (−6√2,− 6√2, 27) are 

spiral saddle points and correspond to steady convection. These points are shown in Figure 3.5 as 

red dots on a Lorenz attractor state flow domain.  

 

Figure 3- 5 Lorentz attractor state flow domain with shown critical points (red dots) 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

The results of each explained step of the critical identification algorithm in 3D vector fields are 

presented and discussed in this section. 

 

Figure 3- 6 histogram plots from implementation of step 1 on three different points b (critical 

point) and a, c (non-critical point) 

Figure 3-6 shows the implementation first step of the critical point identification algorithm 

(angle orientation test) on half of the domain for flow over a sphere. Only the xy cross section of 

the flow through the middle of the sphere is shown for clarity.  The three histogram plots on the 

right side are results of the angle orientation test within the interrogation volumes holding a critical 

point (b) and also volumes adjacent to the same critical point (a, c). As discussed in Chapter 2, a 
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high number of non-empty bins on the histogram plots is used to identify a region as  potentially 

holding a critical point. Clearly interrogation volume (b) passes the test as all histogram bins are 

full. 

 

Figure 3- 7 outcome of flow orientation test (step 1) on the entire flow 

Figure 3-7 provides the outcome of scanning of the entire flow domain presented in Figure 

3-6. Each red dot on the plot represents the center of an interrogation volume identified as 

potentially having a critical point. The axis values in the 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 directions are the corresponding 

indices in the domain grid. Since there is overlap between interrogation volumes at each step of 

the scanning process, a large number of locations can be identified as potential critical points.  At 

this point the algorithm simply outputs the minimum and maximum index values in all three 
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directions. The minimum and maximum index values in Figure 3-7 are (2,8) in 𝑥 direction and 

(4,10) in 𝑦 and 𝑧 directions.  

 

Figure 3- 8 flow orientation scan (a), Gauss-Bonnet index evaluation (b) on the flow field shown 

in Figure 3-4 

In Step 2 of the algorithm, the Gauss-Bonnet index evaluation, is applied only to the regions 

found in the first step.  It is designed to confirm that critical point(s) is (are) present, down-size the 

identified regions to points nearest to the critical point, and split regions if there is more than one 

critical point present. Figure 3-8 shows the implementation of flow orientation scan (a) and Gauss-

Bonnet index evaluation (b) for the entire flow field presented in Figure 3-4. As shown in Figure 

3-8, calculation of the Gauss-Bonnet index (b) can be more robust and precise not only in detecting 

location of critical points but also in the number critical points. However, this method needs about 

10 times more time compared to the flow orientation scan (a). For this reason, the Gauss-Bonnet 

index evaluation is applied just on the regions that were identified from flow orientation scan (Step 

1).  
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Figure 3-9 shows the isosurface of the 𝐹 function (equation 2-7) and location of geometric 

centroid of 𝐹 for the NSS point (b) and one of spiral node points (a) in the Lorenz Attractor field 

(Figure 3-5). The calculated centroid location from the algorithm (Step 3) is shown as a red dot for 

each point. The grid spacing for the data shown in Figure 3-9 is 0.25. Comparing the computed 

critical points locations with the critical point locations from theory, shows that there is an 

acceptable level of accuracy (one fifth of flow field grid sizing in each direction) in finding location 

of  critical points to subgrid accuracy.  

 

Figure 3- 9 Corresponding isosurface plots and eigen values of spiral saddle point (a) and NSS 

point (b) of a Lorentz Attractor flow field 
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With the locations of the critical points known the eigenvalues of the flow field were 

calculated in Step 4 to identify the type of critical points. For this example, the eigenvalues 

calculated for the NSS point (figure 3-9 b) were −22.84, 11.84 and −2.67. Also, the eigenvalues 

for the spiral saddle point (figure 3-9 a) were −13.82 and 0.078 ± 10.16 𝑖. Both cases give the 

same type of critical point expected from theory.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

 

Classification of vector fields containing vortical patterns such as flow around blocks and 

oscillating cylinders and animal locomotion relates important observations about their 

hydrodynamic behaviors (drag force) and propulsion efficiency, respectively. Traditionally flow 

field classification is achieved qualitatively based on flow field images which is a subjective 

method that becomes more difficult to apply as the vector fields are more complex.  Characterizing 

vector fields based on their graphical structure determined from the location of extracted features 

(critical points) makes it possible to compare different flow fields quantitatively.  This approach 

provides a practical way to handle the complexity and size of modern flow simulations and 

experimental data sets.  

To facilitate quantitative classification of complex, 3D flow fields, a new algorithm is 

presented to identify and characterize critical points in 3D vector fields. The algorithm is a 3D 

extension of the approach introduced by Depardon et al. [28] focusing on 2D data. The present 

algorithm has 4 steps to locate and specify the type of critical points. In the first step, the vector 

field flow orientation is scanned with respect to a reference direction to roughly locate the regions 

potentially containing critical points. The main reason to embed step 1 in the algorithm is to reduce 

computation time. In step 2, the algorithm surveys regions identified from the previous step in 

terms of the Gauss-Bonnet (GB) index to locate critical points with higher accuracy. Step 3 of the 

algorithm is to identify critical point locations to sub-grid accuracy. This step makes the algorithm 

efficient for low resolution vector fields. Finally in step 4, eigenvalues of the identified critical 

points are calculated in order to characterize type of each critical point. 
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Accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm were tested on test flow fields including potential flows 

and the Lorentz attractor with known locations of critical points as well as their types. Results 

show that the presented algorithm is able to identify and classify critical points in 3D vectors fields 

accurately enough by comparing with the exact theoretical. For future work, the algorithm needs 

to be applied to vector fields resulted from numerical simulation and experimental data from 

volumetric 3D flow field measurements such as defocusing digital particle tracking velocimetry 

(DDPTV, see [44], [45], and [46] for additional information about this technique and related 

methods).  
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Geometric Algebra, also known as Clifford Algebra, is a mathematical tool to model and 

transform geometric objects directly into algebraic expressions [38]. Geometric objects such as 

points, lines and planes can be transformed into basic computational elements by utilizing 

Geometric Algebra.  

Geometric Algebra introduces a vector-vector outer product operator known as the wedge 

product. The wedge product of two vectors results in a surface spanned by the two vectors and its 

associated orientation (analogous to the cross-product of two vectors). Figure 1-A (b) illustrates 

the result of the wedge products of two of the three vectors.. The ⋀  symbol, pronounced “wedge,” 

is used to denote an outer product (𝒑 ⋀  𝒒), also called a bivector or oriented area. Compare this 

to a vector which is an oriented length.  

 

 

Figure 1-A vector (a), bivector (b) and trivector (c) 

 

Figure 2-6 vector, bivector and trivector 
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In the case of three vectors 𝒑 , 𝒒 and 𝒓, the result of (𝒑 ∧ 𝒒) ∧ 𝒓 is a three-dimensional 

subspace. The bivector resulting from the first operation is extended by a third vector, creating an 

oriented volume element. This oriented volume element is referred to as a trivector and is shown 

in Figure 1-A (c). 
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APPENDIX 2 

 

function[location_bar_index,groups] = 

angle_histogram(U,V,W,block_size,n_bins,tresh_hld) 

% applies step 1 of the algorithm to find potential CP regions 

% 

% M. Zharfa 

% Southern Methodist University 

% December, 2019 

for i = 1:size(U,1) 

for j = 1:size(V,2) 

for k = 1:size(W,3)     

U_norm(i,j,k) = U(i,j,k) ./ ( U(i,j,k).^2 + V(i,j,k).^2 + 

W(i,j,k).^2 ).^(0.5); 

V_norm(i,j,k) = V(i,j,k) ./ ( U(i,j,k).^2 + V(i,j,k).^2 + 

W(i,j,k).^2 ).^(0.5); 

W_norm(i,j,k) = W(i,j,k) ./ ( U(i,j,k).^2 + V(i,j,k).^2 + 

W(i,j,k).^2 ).^(0.5); 

end 

end 

end 

grid_x = (max(X(:))-min(X(:)))/(size(X,1)-1); 

grid_y = (max(Y(:))-min(Y(:)))/(size(Y,1)-1); 

grid_z = (max(Z(:))-min(Z(:)))/(size(Z,1)-1); 

m_x = block_size*grid_x ;  

m_y = block_size*grid_y ; 

m_z = block_size*grid_z ; 

m = m_x; 

i = 1:m_x:size(U,1)-m_x ; 

j = 1:m_y:size(V,2)-m_y ; 

k = 1:m_z:size(W,3)-m_z; 

for a = 1:length(i) 

for b = 1:length(j) 

for c = 1:length(k)     

     U_norm_elm = 

U_norm(i(a):i(a)+m_x,j(b):j(b)+m_y,k(c):k(c)+m_z); 

     angle = acosd(U_norm_elm) ; 

     AA = reshape(angle,1,[]); 

     bin_width = 360/n_bins; 

     N1 = histcounts(AA,0:bin_width:360); 

     bar_index(a,b,c) = 100*(sum(~N1(:))/length(N1)); 

end    

end     

end 
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[yy,xx,zz] = ind2sub(size(bar_index),find(bar_index < 

tresh_hld)); 

location_bar_index = [xx,yy,zz]; 

groups = region_grouping(location_bar_index); 

location_index(:,1) = (m_x * location_bar_index(:,1))  ;  

location_index(:,2) = (m_y * location_bar_index(:,2)) ; 

location_index(:,3) = (m_z * location_bar_index(:,3))  ; 

end 

%---------------------------------------------------------------

------ 

function [index] = 

GB_index(i_1,i_2,j_1,j_2,k_1,k_2,U_norm,V_norm,W_norm) 

%Function GB_index -- calculates Gauss Bonnet index using the 

paper: 

% 

%     

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.5555/602099.602143?download=true   

% 

% where 

%       inputs:  

%        i_1,i_2,j_1,j_2,k_1,k_2: 

%        Specify the borders of the cube (test region)  

%        U_norm,V_norm,W_norm:  

%        normalized vetor field components 

% Subroutines called:  wedge 

% 

% M. Zharfa 

% Southern Methodist University 

% December, 2019 

U_norm_2d_fr = U_norm(j_1:j_2,i_2,k_1:k_2); 

V_norm_2d_fr = V_norm(j_1:j_2,i_2,k_1:k_2); 

W_norm_2d_fr = W_norm(j_1:j_2,i_2,k_1:k_2); 

BU_fr = 

reshape(U_norm_2d_fr,size(U_norm_2d_fr,1),size(U_norm_2d_fr,3)); 

BV_fr = 

reshape(V_norm_2d_fr,size(V_norm_2d_fr,1),size(V_norm_2d_fr,3)); 

BW_fr = 

reshape(W_norm_2d_fr,size(W_norm_2d_fr,1),size(W_norm_2d_fr,3)); 

[R_fr_2,S_fr_2] = 

wedge(flipud(BU_fr),flipud(BV_fr),flipud(BW_fr)); 

U_norm_2d_bk = U_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1,k_1:k_2); 

V_norm_2d_bk = V_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1,k_1:k_2); 

W_norm_2d_bk = W_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1,k_1:k_2); 

BU_bk = 

reshape(U_norm_2d_bk,size(U_norm_2d_bk,1),size(U_norm_2d_bk,3)); 

BV_bk = 

reshape(V_norm_2d_bk,size(V_norm_2d_bk,1),size(V_norm_2d_bk,3)); 
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BW_bk = 

reshape(W_norm_2d_bk,size(W_norm_2d_bk,1),size(W_norm_2d_bk,3)); 

[R_bk_2,S_bk_2] = wedge(BU_bk,BV_bk,BW_bk); 

U_norm_2d_tp = U_norm(j_2,i_1:i_2,k_1:k_2); 

V_norm_2d_tp = V_norm(j_2,i_1:i_2,k_1:k_2); 

W_norm_2d_tp = W_norm(j_2,i_1:i_2,k_1:k_2); 

BU_tp = 

reshape(U_norm_2d_tp,size(U_norm_2d_tp,2),size(U_norm_2d_tp,3)); 

BV_tp = 

reshape(V_norm_2d_tp,size(V_norm_2d_tp,2),size(V_norm_2d_tp,3)); 

BW_tp = 

reshape(W_norm_2d_tp,size(W_norm_2d_tp,2),size(W_norm_2d_tp,3)); 

[R_tp_2,S_tp_2] = wedge(BU_tp,BV_tp,BW_tp); 

U_norm_2d_bt = U_norm(j_1,i_1:i_2,k_1:k_2); 

V_norm_2d_bt = V_norm(j_1,i_1:i_2,k_1:k_2); 

W_norm_2d_bt = W_norm(j_1,i_1:i_2,k_1:k_2); 

BU_bt = 

reshape(U_norm_2d_bt,size(U_norm_2d_bt,2),size(U_norm_2d_bt,3)); 

BV_bt = 

reshape(V_norm_2d_bt,size(V_norm_2d_bt,2),size(V_norm_2d_bt,3)); 

BW_bt = 

reshape(W_norm_2d_bt,size(W_norm_2d_bt,2),size(W_norm_2d_bt,3)); 

[R_bt_2,S_bt_2] = 

wedge(flipud(BU_bt),flipud(BV_bt),flipud(BW_bt)); 

U_norm_2d_rt = U_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1:i_2,k_1); 

V_norm_2d_rt = V_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1:i_2,k_1); 

W_norm_2d_rt = W_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1:i_2,k_1); 

BU_rt = U_norm_2d_rt; 

BV_rt = V_norm_2d_rt; 

BW_rt = W_norm_2d_rt; 

[R_rt_2,S_rt_2] = 

wedge(flipud(BU_rt),flipud(BV_rt),flipud(BW_rt)); 

U_norm_2d_lt = U_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1:i_2,k_2); 

V_norm_2d_lt = V_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1:i_2,k_2); 

W_norm_2d_lt = W_norm(j_1:j_2,i_1:i_2,k_2); 

BU_lt = U_norm_2d_lt; 

BV_lt = V_norm_2d_lt; 

BW_lt = W_norm_2d_lt; 

[R_lt_2,S_lt_2] = wedge(BU_lt,BV_lt,BW_lt); 

AAAA = [sum(R_fr_2(:)) sum(S_fr_2(:)); sum(R_bk_2(:)) 

sum(S_bk_2(:)); sum(R_tp_2(:)) sum(S_tp_2(:)); sum(R_bt_2(:)) 

sum(S_bt_2(:)); sum(R_lt_2(:)) sum(S_lt_2(:)); sum(R_rt_2(:)) 

sum(S_rt_2(:))]; 

index = (sum(AAAA(:))/(6*4*pi/3),7); 

end 

%---------------------------------------------------------------

------ 
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%Function wedge -- R,S(more information in the link below): 

% 

%     

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.5555/602099.602143?download=true  

: 

%     equation (3) and implementation (part 5) 

% 

% where 

%       inputs:  

%        BU,BV,BW: 

%        created in GB_index function ( selected faces at front, 

bottom, back, top, right and left)  

% Subroutines called: NA 

% 

% M. Zharfa 

% Southern Methodist University 

% December, 2019 

function [R,S] = wedge(BU,BV,BW) 

for i = 1:size(BU,1)-1 

 for j = 1:size(BU,2)-1 

 R(i,j) = det([BU(i,j) BV(i,j) BW(i,j); BU(i,j+1) BV(i,j+1) 

BW(i,j+1); BU(i+1,j) BV(i+1,j) BW(i+1,j)]); 

 S(i,j) = det([BU(i+1,j+1) BV(i+1,j+1) BW(i+1,j+1); BU(i+1,j) 

BV(i+1,j) BW(i+1,j); BU(i,j+1) BV(i,j+1) BW(i,j+1)]);   

end 

end 

end 

%---------------------------------------------------------------

function[A_c]= 

interpolate_A(X,Y,Z,U,V,W,xc_index,yc_index,zc_index,sigma) 

% Matrix A at centroid calculator (used in step 4) 

% U,V,W,X,Y,Z,xc,yc,zc are inputs 

% used subfunctions: WW and dqdx, dqdy, dqdz 

% output: e = (e1,e2,e3) (eigen values for the field at F 

function centroid (xc,yc,zc)  

% M. Zharfa 

% December 2019 

x1 = floor(xc_index); 

x2 = x1+1; 

y1 = floor(yc_index); 

y2 = y1+1; 

z1 = floor(zc_index); 

z2 = z1+1;  

p1 = [unique(X(:,x1,:)),unique(Y(y1,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z1))]; 
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p2 = [unique(X(:,x2,:)),unique(Y(y1,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z1))]; 

p3 = [unique(X(:,x2,:)),unique(Y(y2,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z1))]; 

p4 = [unique(X(:,x1,:)),unique(Y(y2,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z1))];  

p5 = [unique(X(:,x1,:)),unique(Y(y1,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z2))]; 

p6 = [unique(X(:,x2,:)),unique(Y(y1,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z2))]; 

p7 = [unique(X(:,x2,:)),unique(Y(y2,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z2))]; 

p8 = [unique(X(:,x1,:)),unique(Y(y2,:,:)),unique(Z(:,:,z2))];  

A1 = [dqdx(U,X,y1,x1,z1) dqdy(U,Y,y1,x1,z1) dqdz(U,Z,y1,x1,z1); 

dqdx(V,X,y1,x1,z1) dqdy(V,Y,y1,x1,z1) dqdz(V,Z,y1,x1,z1); 

dqdx(W,X,y1,x1,z1) dqdy(W,Y,y1,x1,z1) dqdz(W,Z,y1,x1,z1)]; 

A2 = [dqdx(U,X,y1,x2,z1) dqdy(U,Y,y1,x2,z1) dqdz(U,Z,y1,x2,z1); 

dqdx(V,X,y1,x2,z1) dqdy(V,Y,y1,x2,z1) dqdz(V,Z,y1,x2,z1); 

dqdx(W,X,y1,x2,z1) dqdy(W,Y,y1,x2,z1) dqdz(W,Z,y1,x2,z1)]; 

A3 = [dqdx(U,X,y2,x2,z1) dqdy(U,Y,y2,x2,z1) dqdz(U,Z,y2,x2,z1); 

dqdx(V,X,y2,x2,z1) dqdy(V,Y,y2,x2,z1) dqdz(V,Z,y2,x2,z1); 

dqdx(W,X,y2,x2,z1) dqdy(W,Y,y2,x2,z1) dqdz(W,Z,y2,x2,z1)]; 

A4 = [dqdx(U,X,y2,x1,z1) dqdy(U,Y,y2,x1,z1) dqdz(U,Z,y2,x1,z1); 

dqdx(V,X,y2,x1,z1) dqdy(V,Y,y2,x1,z1) dqdz(V,Z,y2,x1,z1); 

dqdx(W,X,y2,x1,z1) dqdy(W,Y,y2,x1,z1) dqdz(W,Z,y2,x1,z1)];  

A5 = [dqdx(U,X,y1,x1,z2) dqdy(U,Y,y1,x1,z2) dqdz(U,Z,y1,x1,z2); 

dqdx(V,X,y1,x1,z2) dqdy(V,Y,y1,x1,z2) dqdz(V,Z,y1,x1,z2); 

dqdx(W,X,y1,x1,z2) dqdy(W,Y,y1,x1,z2) dqdz(W,Z,y1,x1,z2)]; 

A6 = [dqdx(U,X,y1,x2,z2) dqdy(U,Y,y1,x2,z2) dqdz(U,Z,y1,x2,z2); 

dqdx(V,X,y1,x2,z2) dqdy(V,Y,y1,x2,z2) dqdz(V,Z,y1,x2,z2); 

dqdx(W,X,y1,x2,z2) dqdy(W,Y,y1,x2,z2) dqdz(W,Z,y1,x2,z2)]; 

A7 = [dqdx(U,X,y2,x2,z2) dqdy(U,Y,y2,x2,z2) dqdz(U,Z,y2,x2,z2); 

dqdx(V,X,y2,x2,z2) dqdy(V,Y,y2,x2,z2) dqdz(V,Z,y2,x2,z2); 

dqdx(W,X,y2,x2,z2) dqdy(W,Y,y2,x2,z2) dqdz(W,Z,y2,x2,z2)]; 

A8 = [dqdx(U,X,y2,x1,z2) dqdy(U,Y,y2,x1,z2) dqdz(U,Z,y2,x1,z2); 

dqdx(V,X,y2,x1,z2) dqdy(V,Y,y2,x1,z2) dqdz(V,Z,y2,x1,z2); 

dqdx(W,X,y2,x1,z2) dqdy(W,Y,y2,x1,z2) dqdz(W,Z,y2,x1,z2)];  

W1 = WW(p1,C); 

W2 = WW(p2,C); 

W3 = WW(p3,C); 

W4 = WW(p4,C); 

W5 = WW(p5,C); 

W6 = WW(p6,C); 

W7 = WW(p7,C); 

W8 = WW(p8,C);  

A_c = (W1*A1 + W2*A2 + W3*A3 + W4*A4 + W5*A5 + W6*A6 + W7*A7 + 

W8*A8) / (W1+W2+W3+W4+W5+W6+W7+W8); 

end 

%--------------------------------------------------------------

function [W_output] = WW(p,c,sigma)dist = norm( p - c); 

W_output = exp((dist^2)/(sigma^2));  

End 

%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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